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Keyser Wins Mi-d·Ohio Camel GT
By Bruce Czaja
LEXINGTON, Ohio-In the past six
days , Michael Keyser and his Autosense
Monza have competed in four Camel GT
races: two qualifying heats and two
finals. Noone can accuse Keyser of not
putting on an entertaining show; of
running away from the competition. In
those four races, Michael has had a good
record, winning three of the four. But
until late on Sunday afternoon, the big
on e, the Camel GT features, the one which
p ays the money, had eluded him.
At Lime Rock, Keyser had nipped Al
Holbert in the qualifying heat by 0.004
seconds, only to lose to George Dyer in
the feature by 0.001 seconds. At Mid-Ohio,
Michael won his hea,t by a fairly
,comfortable 0.181 seconds over Peter
Gregg's BMW. In the final, a 42 lap affair
around the 2.6 miles Mid-Ohio circuit,
Lady Luck decided to stay v.rith Michael.
He won the 100-mile feature from Al
Holbert by just a bit more than a' length of
a Monzas fender; which works out to
about 0.02 seconds, in spite of the fact that
the official scorers, using stop watches
rather than electronic timers, had the gap
at a tenth. Whatever, the gap, it was
mightly small and Keyser, who has had
more close finishes than Perilous
Pauline, finally won a Camel GT event all
by himself. All of his previous victories,
Mid-Ohio a couple of years ago, and
Sebring this year, came in endurance
races with co-drivers. As you'll see, it
may not have been exactly the victory
Michael would have liked, but a win is a
win is a win ...
Continued On Page 18

TransAm Potnts
Fund Established
DENVER-The Sports Car Club of
America has
announced the
establishment of a $25,000 year-end
driver championship points fund for the
1976 Trans-American Championship
series.
The points fund, initiated by action of
the SCCA Hoard of Governors, increases
to $175,000 the guaranteed total to be
awarded competitors during the 10-race,
1976 Trans-Am series. Additional funds
in excess of -$47,350 are available to
drivers through contingency and
manfacturer's support programs posted
for the professional road raCing series.
The $25,000 driver points fund will be
divided among Trans-Am competitors
based on the final 1976 championship
standings.
"The SCCA Board of Governors have
shown their interest and faith in the
Trans-Am series by establishing this
sizeable driver fund,"
commented
, Cameron R. Argetsinger, director of
professional racing and SCCA executive
director. "They view the fund as an
incentive to competitors and an
investment in the bright future of the
Trans-Am. The series, after just two
events, has established itself as an
outstanding product for circuit
promoters and certainly has provided the
spectator with close, competitive
racing."

Feds Step Into
Rubber Strike
Federal mediators have stepped into
the ongoing United Rubber Workers'
strike, with everyone meeting in
Washington June 7. The issues remain
wages (the two sides are 55 cents per hour
apart) and cost of living increases.

USAC Series'
Gets Sponsor

Showdown time, with the sheer horsepower of the Monza against the handling of the BMW. Keyser's superbly
prepared Chevy won the toss.
Rick Deming

,NEW YORK- First ' National City
Travelers Checks has announced an
agreement in principle with the United
States Auto Club to sponsor the USAC
Championship series as predictea in
these pages several weeks ago.
"In addition to sponsorship of the
Championship series, First National City
Travelers Checks also will present the
Citicorp Cup to the USAC National
Champion," said Fred Stecher, chairman
of Citicorp Services, Inc.
"We consider the sponsorship program
an excellent addition to our growing
involvement with the sport of auto racing
and we are looking forward to a long and
rewarding association with US~C."
The Citicorp Cup, along with a cash
award, will be presented tothe 1976USAC
National Champion; decided by the total
number of points won during the current
season.
"This sponsorship ' is something we
have been working towards for a long
time and we couldn't be happier about our
association with Fred Stecher and the
First National City Travelers Checks
group," said Dick King, USAC Executive
Director.
Reynold C. Macdonald, President of
USAC, saidthatinadditiontotheCiticorp
cup, the agreement of sponsorship also
will include prize money for each
Championship
race,
promotional
consideration for ~he race organizers and
a contribution to the season-ending point
fund.

• Industry observers report that Pontiac's ne~T 151cid, fourcylinder engine ~Thich ~Till debut in 1977 cars will be the base motor
for'the Astre, Sunbird and the Ventura. Reports indicate that the
ne~T engine puts the aluminum Vega 140cid four to shame in top
end power, torque and~ presumably, reliability.
• Planning on making the U.S., Canadian or Japanese Grands
Prix this year? Then knO~T that dates for t~To of the three still are up
in the air, ~Tith one possibility being that the Canadian race ~Till be
moved from Sept. 26 to Oct. 3, and the Japanese race' being moved
from Oct. 24 to Oct. 31. Sources say some change is likely.
• The CSI subcommission for technical regulations meets the
~Teek of. June 14-18 in Paris-and one of the matters committee
members ~Till handle could ~Tell be a proposal to limit.the number
of ~Theels on a Formula One racer. Sources indicate that if
precident is follo~Ted, the limit probably ~Till be six.
. • T~To-time Indianapolis champ Johnny Rutherford ~Till pilot
J o h n R ay ' s N ASCAR Ch eveII'
- 400. Th'IS IS
. ,the
e In th e F'Irecrack er
car, you'll recall, that ~Ton the Daytona 500 qualifying race this
year in the hands of Darrell Waltrip, and that sat on the pole in last - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
year's Firecracker in the hands of Donnie Allison.
TR7s 1-2 At Pocono
• Latest ne~Ts from Shado~T Racing: Shadow ~Till run just one'c ar
Bob Tullius won his fourth straight DP event In
in the Mosport F-5000 round, J,ackie Oliver up. Shado~T Guru Don
the Group 44 TR7 at' Pocono International
Raceway June 6. Ken Slagle w,as second in his new
Nichols says his DN8 F-1 car V\TQIl't be tested until and unle's s
TR7. Other results were:
ShadoV\T gets full sponsorship, V\rhich he says he is confident of for
Randy Canfield
HP 1st
Sprite
the '77 season. Nichols says his team does have sponsorship for the
2nd
Jim Miller
Sprite
Austrian and German GPs this year from the Villiger Co., a
Joe
Hauser,
Sr.
GP 1st
Sprite
tobacco firm ~Thich is selling the Tabatip cigar in Europe.
2nd
Joe Hauser. Jr.
Sprite
• 1976 Goodrich Radial Challenge champ Carson Baird V\Ton a
FP 1st
Jim Newcombe
Spitfire
total of $15,412.16 in taking the IMSA series, counting race prize
Tom Collier
2nd
Stimola Spitfire
money, contingency money, the driver points fund and the entrant
Waino
Kangas
EP
2nd
MGB
points fund payoffs for the seven-race series.
Road America, June 6
• IMSA's entrants' points fund for the just concluded Goodrich
RS series totals $16, 175, ~Thich V\Till be shared by 45 entrants. Levi
Dennis Daly
HP 1st
Sprite
Ri chard Cri senbery Sprite .
Team Highball V\Till get the largest share, $1500.
'
2nd
• Rumor Of The Week: Huffaker Engineering and Executive
Fred Bally
Sprite
GP 1st
Dean Johnson
Spitfire
2nd
/ industries may have a factory deal ~Torkingwith Datsun next year,
~Tith Tom Frank as driver. The deal may include two cars, and if so,
FP 1st
Midget
Bob Kerns
2nd
Dan Pohlabel
Spitfire
Lee Mueller may get the nod as the second driver.
British Leyland Competition Dept. now has preparation books
• IMSA's second Road Atlanta event, originally scheduled for
for Spitfire and Midget 1500, Price $3,00 each. Order from Mike
ContinlJ
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Barratt, 600 Willow Tree Road, Leonia, N,J. 07605 or Jim Coan ,
422 Valley Dr .. Brisbane, Calif. 94005,
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Keyser's The Class.
Of Ohio 'Twin 200
Continued From Page 1
A field of 40 cars took the flag for the
start of the 100-mile Camel GT feature at
Mid-Ohio, with the heat-winning Monzas
of Al Holbett and Michael Keyser on the
front row. Peter Gregg was tucked in
behind Keyser, while John Gunn and his
SL-1 Carrera were slotted behind AI.
Behind Gregg came Bob Hagestad's KLZ
Carrera, with Ontario winner Jim Busby
and Lime Rock champ George Dyer far
back in the pack. The only other driver
with a semi-serious chance was Carl
Shafer and his Camaro, which was
starting eighth. '--

Holbert got a pretty good jump at the
flag and won the drag race down to the
first turn under the Mid-Ohio Bridge. By
the time they were half way· through the
lap, K-eyser had caught Al and moved in
front, with Gregg third but not applying
any real pressure. As they came by the
start finish line, it was still Keyser in
front, Holbert second, and John Gunn
third. John Gunn? Where was the BMW?
Gregg had dropped to fifth by the end of
the lap and roared into the pits, the rightrear wheel nut loose. In a pit stop
reminiscent of those by Ferrari in the old
days, the' crew took an incredibly long

Al Holbert s place of business: just the thing for a brisk Sunday drive,

MAKE YOUR PORSCHE

STICK BETTER, STOP QUICKER.
Centerline wheels - the
lightweight racing wheel
that's street legal strong.
Lighter than Porsche
Factory alloy wheels yet
strong enough to pass the
tough S.E.M.A. 5-1A specs
for street wheels, CenterLine is best for street,
slalom or professional
racing. Deep drawn aluminum alloy construction,
in sizes from 15"x5V2"to
15"x 14". Fit all disc-braked
Porsches, use stock lug
nuts, need no spacers. All
th is at a cost of less than
half the Factory alloy wheel!
Hurst! Airheart brakes-the
most powerful brakes made .
for your Porsche. Made
specially for us by one of
the best known speed
equipment companies,
H / A brakes for Porsches
offer double the pad area of
a 911 S, 4 times that of a
911 T. They provide fully
fade-free performance,
proved in 25 out of 321MSA
GTU category wins. They
fit inside any 15" wheel,
weigh no more than stock
brakes. Three pad hardnesses, street to endurance
racing. They literally
outperform Carrera brakes
at one-third the cost!
WRITE

Mi ke Keyser (1) and AI Holbert gave evidence at Mid-Ohio that you're going to need a Monza to be a factor In the
Camel GT,
Rick Deming Photos

time to rectify the situation, costing was not a rapid one.
Gregg nearly a minute in the pits, putting
"'ith Shafer having problems, the battle
him dead last in the race, and almost for third turne into a Porsche parade.
certainly out of contention for the win.
Within six laps of the start, five of them
With Gregg pitting, the order behind the were all trying for the third spot,
,top three on the lap were Carl Shafer Hagestad ruled, by a fraction, over Busby.
fourth, Bob Hagestad fifth. Ludwig
Gunn, like Shafer, was also beginning to
. Heimrath sixth, Jim Busby seventh fade and was being pressed by Dyer. who
picking up 25 positions on that first lap
had found his way past Heimrath. Craig
from his 32nd grid spot, Craig Carter Carter's Camaro was beginning to exhibit
eighth, Walt Maas ninth, and Brad
a variety of problems, dropping him from
Frisselle tenth.
the top ten to eventual early retirement.
On the second lap, Keyser and Holbert
By the tenth lap, the order was pretty
began to open a fairly substantial margin much set, as the rapid order passing let up
between themselves and the rest, as the
and the drivers suddenly found it much
Monzas once again demonstrated their harder to gain a position. Keyser was still
superiority. Carl Shafer had moved by in front of Holbert, who was in turn some
Gunn for third, \-"ith Hag~stad still fifth.
20 seconds up on Busby. Jim ' s
Busby, Heimrath and Carter followed.
Brumos/Mitcom Carrera was in turn just
Maas and Frisselle were locking
a fraction up on Hagestad, who was being
themselves in a good battle for GTU . pressured strongly by Dyer. Shafer hn,d
honors behind the pack of Porsches dropped to sixth, followed by Heimrath
snarling in front.
and Gunn. Walt Maas still held the upper
From those early laps, the tone for the hand in the GTU battle with Frisselle, but
race was set. Keyser anc;l Holbert would by the slimmest of margins. As the two
, go against one another for the lead, came by th-e start-finish line. they found
steadily increasing their margin over the themsel ves boxed in bv slower traffic. As
rest of the field, 'w ith never more than a
four cars tried to fill va space meant for
second separating the two. Behind them two, the inevitable bumping and shoving
came some really tight racing to keep the took place. Brad made it to the small hole
"largest June crowa" in Mid-Ohio's between the two slower cars first, got
history entertained. Shafer held the third bumped on both sides, but made it
spot. but was not very secure in it as his through. Maas also went by, losing the.
transmission packed up for the fourth GTU lead and receiving several love taps
time during the weekend. First second for his efforts. To further split up the duo,
went, 'and then third, leaving Carl with
Peter Gregg, recovering from his pit stop,
only fourth gear as in the heat. Eve~ with moved in between the two cars on the
only fourth, the Camaro was still-quick, same lap, moving into 11th.
so Carl's march back through the pack
Continued On Page 20

Gregg Puts The 8M W
On Another Camel Pole
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LEXINGTON, OH-You can't say that
IMSA overdoes it with the amount of
practice time they give competitors for a
race. At Mid-Ohio, the drivers had two 40minute sessions on Saturday to get their
act together before they went out in split
sessions to earn their grid spots.
The field was pretty much the same as
had run five days before at Lime Rock. Al
Holbert's crew had done a tremendous job
in readying the bent W.D. Crowley's
Monza in time for the race. Peter Gregg
and Michael Keyser were late entries.
Keyser deciding to run when he realized
the points were so close in spite of the fact
that he would be leaving for LeMans on
Sunday night. Added to the field was Carl
Shafer's Camaro, now sporting a fullsized roof but fiberglass doors which
caused some constern-ation on the part of
the tech inspectors. Missing was reigning
GTU Champ Bob Sharp. His Datsun was
ready, but Bob wasn't as it was discovered
that he had broken a couple of small bones
in his wrist following his shunt at Lime
Rock last week. Bob is expected to be out
of action at least eight weeks, all but
eliminating him from any slim chance he
may have had to repeating.
The Mid-Ohio circuit had not seen any
major rac~ng since last year, so it would
take some time to work some rubber into
the course and get rid of some of the
slickness. As a consequence, the
qualifying times were not quite as fast as
they were in the past. With more time, the
drivers probably would have gotten
under the old mark, but not on this day in
the abbreviated sessions.

Not unexpectedly, Peter Gregg led the
way with a 1:33.9, which came in the first
session. Al Holbert, his car and crew
arriving just before qualifying, took 'his
car out for the first time in the second
session and after a few preliminary laps
to insure that all was working turned the
second fastest time of 1:34.459. Third best
was Michael Keyser's Monza at 1:34.690.
He would share the front row in heat one
with Gregg.
Jim Busby's Brumos/Mitcom Porsche
would share the front row of heat two
leading the Porsche users with a 1:34:913.
Next up came Bob Hagestad's KLZ
Carrera at 1:35.571, followed by Carl
Shafer'S Camaro at 1:35.800. Warren Agor
was next six-tenths slower, followed by
George Dyer another fout-tenths behind.
Completing the top ten for heat one came
John Gunn's SL-l Carrera, Craig Carter's
Camaro, Jim Trueman's Monza, which is
still a ways from being fully sorted, Walt
Maas in his Porsche 914-6, Jim Cook in his
similar Altec Lansing car, and Chuck
Philippi in his Corvette.
The balance of the top 10 for heat two
would be composed of Charlie Kemp in
his
Kemp
Cobra
II,
Harry
Theodoracopulos in his Monza, Brad
Frisselle's Datsun 240Z, Ludwig
Heimrath's Carrera, Bob Vincent's
Camaro, and Rick Hay's Corvette.
DUring the sessions, .Randy Everett
stuffed his Monza into the dirt bank at the
end of the straight and would be a
questionable starter for the heat races the
next day.
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Monzas Maul The Rest ·'n Ohio

Continued From Page 18
A combi nation of traffic and a continuing brake problem caused Holbert
to drop back from Keyser a bit in the next
few laps. By the 17th lap, Michael had a
four second advantage, but he was really
not pulling away. Within a couple of laps,
Al would again close the gap. Behind
them Busby had a firm grip on third, with
Dyer and Hagestad fighting .for fourth.
Dyer had gotten in front ~f Hagestad on
the 16th lap and was hoping to put some
distance between himself and Bob.
Hagestiad would have none of it, as he was
intent on closing the gap and retaking the
spot. On the 18th lap, Bob closed the gap a
bit too much when he tried to take Geroge
under braking at the end of the back
straight. Bob spun, coming in contact
with the left rear of Dyer's car with his
right rear. With fiberglass flying, the two
went off course. Dyer retired on the spot,
with damage to the exhaust system and
suspension. Hagestad continued slowly,
with body damage and a flattened tire. To
say that the Lime Rock winner was made
unhappy by the turn of events would be a

had sorted themselves out, it was ,the
front-runners ' turn' to entertain the
troops. Al had made up the deficit and
b~gan t~ challenge seriously Keyser for
the lead. Michael's engine was once again
going flat because of .an insufficient flow
of cool air into the manifold, but he was
not about to roll over and quit. In spite of
having to pump his brakes ever time he
went to use them, Holbert was finally able
to reel in Keyser on the 23rd lap, taking
him in the first turn as he did at the start.
This time, Michael was unable to repass,
so now it was blue Monza in front of white.
The two were 35 seconds up on Busby,
who had about the same gap on Peter
Gregg who had worked up to fourth place
ahead of Gunn. Heimrath pitted with a flat
and was a lap down, . ahead of Frisselle
who was now comfortable in the GTU
lead. Warren Agar had put his Monza
between Brad and Maas by this point.
Holbert had the lead, but he was by no
means secure as the two cars and drivers
were about as evenly matched' as you
could wish. Traffic' rather than driving
accoun~ed for the varying differences that

Rick Hay (68) and Klaus Bytzek (89) battle early in the 'race. Hay finished 11th. Klaus dropped out
·Rlck Deming Photos

George Dyer chooses a vantage point from which to observe the passing

gross understatement. GeQrge got out of
the car, slammed his helmet ' on the
ground, and picked up a nice blue piece of
his car. He went and stood by the track,
but the corner workers weren't about to
let him stay there for any length of time,
so, physically restraining him, they
moved him to a safer area.
The crash dropped Hagestad well back,
moving Heimrath into fifth, Gunn sixth,
and Gregg seventh behind Keyser,
Holbert and Busby.
N ow that the field behind the leaders

s~ene.

did arise. The fact that they were both
having problems, Keyser with the engine
going flat from the heat, and Holbert with
the brakes on his George Dickinson car,
even balanced out.
Al held the front postion until the 29th
lap. Coming off the straight in the esses,
Keyser tried to make his move. In a
replay of Ontado, where Busby and
Gregg came together, Keyser came in
contract with Al and they both went off
the course. Again like Ontario, the
"bumper" got going ahead of the

Ever lose a race because
your brakes didn't p'erform
as well as your engine?
Ordinary brake fluids attract & absorb moisture.
Result? Lower boiling points, brake system
corrosion, possible brake failure.
Yankee Silicone Brake Fluids repel moisture, retain
high boiling point & fight brake system corrosi"on.
Even the best conventional brake fluids continually absorb moisture. As moisture content goes uP. the boiling point goes down. Brake failure. caused by brake fluid boiling
under severe braking. is a real danger on track or highway unless conventional brake fluid
is changed regularly. So is corrosion of internal brake parts caused by " water-logged"
br.ake fluid. Yankee Silicone Brake Fluids have the highest boiling point of any available ·
brake fluid , and retain it for years of service because they won't absorb moisture. An extra
bonus . .. they don't harm auto finishes . Meet D.O.T. 5 requirements.
NEW COMPETITION SILICONE BRAKE FLUID. Overcomes problems of earlier
silicones . Special low-viscosity formulation for maximum predictability in racing conditions.
Performance proved in full season of race testing . YS 1000R. Pt . $7.75. Qt . $15.00, Gal.
$57 .50.
HEAVY DUTY SILICONE BRAKE FLUID FOR HIGHWAY OR OFF-ROAD. Non-boiling
under severe braking conditions. Faster response at low temperatures. YS 1000. Pt .
$5.50. at $10.50, Gal. $39.00.
METALLIC BRAK~ PADS.High temperature.longlastir:!g.lnquire for your part icular vehicle .
NEW 'YANKEE SILICONE GREASE. Tough-film lubricant that performs where others fail.
Resists temperature extremes ( - 40 to 350°F) and water washout Bearings, suspension
joints. soft metals, exposed linkaqes. etc. YSG 760. 3 o:z. $4_00. 8 oz. $8.50 .
Avoid C.O.D. charges. Add $LOO/pt, $1 .5O/qt. $2.751gal. $1 .00/3 or 8 oz. for shipping
and · handling. N.Y.S. Res. Add 4% Tax .
,

"bumpee" as Holbert's car sputtered a bit
change the tires, but not this time.
allowing Michael to take the lead. As they
Behind, Jim Busby had the third spot, a
came by the start-finish line, Keyser hald
ways behind the,leaders but well clear of
a seven second advantage.
Gregg's BMW in fourth and the only other
With 12 laps to go, the race was still not
car on ~he same lap as the winner. John
over, as AI, agitated to "say the least, . Gunn held on for fifth, followed by Brad
began to cut into the margin. A second Frisselle in sixth for the GTU win. Walt
here, a half second there. With just five
Maas put his 914-6 Porsche in the seventh
laps to go, he was within two seconds,
spot behind Brad's Datsun Z car, passing
Warren Agor ne~r the end as Agar slowed
Due to the great number of competitors involved in IMSA racing,
with a soft tire. Carl Shafer nursed his
. and due to the incomplete nature of the official results sheets as
we receive them from IMSA. Autoweek will be able to provide only
one-gear car into ninth ahead of a
the following results listings.
charging Hagestad who had too much
distance to make up after his two lap pit
stop.
IMSA MID-OHIO TWIN 200 CAMEl GT RACE. MID-OHIO SPORTS
CAR COURSE. LEXINGTON . OHIO, JUNE 6. 1976.
In winning, Keyser set a new record,
RESULTS
averaging 89.87mph for the race. Brad
I -Michael Keyser. Monza , 42 laps in 1:07:13.0 for an average
Frisselle set a lap record at 87.36mph for
speed of 89.87mph ; 2-AI Holbert. Monza , 42; 3-Jim Busby, Carrera,
the GTU class.
42 ; 4-Peter Gregg. BMW. 42; S-John Gunn. Carrera. 41 ; 6-Brad
Frisselle. Datsun 2, 41 (winner GTU); 7-Walt Maas, Porsche914/ 6.
The victory moves Keyser closer to
40; 8-Warren Agor. Monza . 40; 9-Carl Shafer, Camaro. 40; 10-Bob
Gregg in the point standings for the
Hagestad. Carrera, 40; 11-Rick Hay. Corvette. 39; 12-Norm
Camel GT Championship. Holbert still
Ridgely. Carrera. 39; 13·Ludwig Heimrath. Carrera, 39; 14·Jim
Moyer, Corvette. 39; IS-Jim Cook. Porsche 914/ 6. 38; 16-David
leads Vl.rl.th 90 points, followed by Gregg's
McClain. Porsche 911. 38; 17-Chip Meade. Porsche 911,38; 1876, Keyser has .72, five more than Busby,
Rusty Bond . Porsche 911.38; 19-David Cowart. Porsche 911.38;
George Dyer is then a distant fifth with 46
20· Tom Fiscus. Corvette. 38; I-Glen Bunch . Jaguar XKE, 38; 22George Drolsom. Porsche 911. 37; 23-John Hulen, Porsche 914.
points, followed by John Gunn's 35. Brad
37; 24-Don Parish, Porsche 911. 37; 2S-Fritz Hochreuter. Porsche
Frisselle has a · firm grip on the GTU
911 . 36 ; 27-Dale Kreider, Astre. 3S; 28-Brian Hardacre, Porsche
honors, with 85 points to Maas' 70. With
911. 34r 29-Robert Vincent, Camaro. 34; 3D-Barry Ruble. Corvette,
Sharp out, the championship will most
33 ; 31-Russell Strato. Datsun Z. 33; 32-Craig Carter, Camaro, 2S;
33·George Dyer. Carrera, 16; 34-Klaus Bytzek. Carrera. 9; 3S-Bob
likely be decided between the two.
Beasley. Carrera. 9; 36-James Sterner. Capri RS. 5; 37-Jim
So; once again, a Camel GT race had
Trueman. Monza. 4; 38-Ken Williams. Datsun Z. 3; 39-Robert
been decided by some fender-bending.
Krekel. Corvette, 2; 40-Chuck Phillips. Corvette. O.
The cars are competitive and close and as
a result bumping does occur. It should be
only to drop to four with traffic. On the interesting in August when the tour
penultimate lap, the gap was down to a makes its second stop at Mid-Ohio for a
second with Al charging. Through the three hour enduro. At the start it will be
keyhole and down the back straight they Keyser and Holbert, as the top ten
went with Al closing. Into the esses, over starting positions were once again
the hill and under the bridge, the margin guaranteed by the order of finish in this
getting smaller and smaller. Onto .the race.
kinked straight into the Carousel. Traffic
parting like the Red Sea, as no other
driver wanted, to interfere 'with the fight
for the lead. Now they were nose to tail
with just a few hundred yards to go. Out of
the Carousel, through the quiclf. right
onto the straight. Less than a hundred
yards. Holbert moved to the inside,
Keyser on the outside for the "pedal-toCARSON, Calif.-The 1976 Datsun
the-~etal" drag race to the end. TwentyCompetition Parts Catalog is on sale.
five feet past the start-finish line, Al put
The 48-page catalog, which lists ne~rly
the nose of his car in front, but it didn't
1000 competition parts, has been updated
matter. What was important was that 25
to include parts for all current-model
feet before, the nose of Keyser's car was
Datsuns, as well as competition parts for
over the line half a flared-fender's length all Datsun vehicles ever raced in the U.S.
and he was the winner.
"Our catalog is used not only by Datsun.
Neither driver was really happy with
racers who . participate in ' numerous
the result. Keyser felt it was a hollow
forms of automotive competition, but also
victory for he knew the bumping between
by thousands of owners who want to get
the two had been his fault. Al was mad and
some extra performance out of their
disappointed at the result but like all true
Datsuns," said Dick Roberts, competition
professionals he accepted it as one of director for Nissan U.S.A.
those things which happens. Not really
"The availability of the parts offered in
liking it, but accepting it.
this catalog has helped make every model
Neither driver realized how close he
Datsun has sold in this country a national
had come to losing until after the race,
champion."
Keyser's right front wheel and AI's left
Roberts said more than 15,000 copies of
rear both had their rims bent in several
the catalog are sold each year. It was first
spots from the shunt. The Goodyear introduced in 1970.
people were amazed that the beads held
The Competition Parts Catalog is
the tires on both rims with the damage
available for $2 from any of the 950
and the continued racing. So many times 'Datsun dealerships throughout the
in the past, both would have had to stop to
U ni ted State s. .

Datsun's Own
Racer Parts

-

.

